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paognoz-6 AUTOMATIC space station launched
/
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[Text] Moscow, 22 SepUmber, TASS --The automatic station "Prognoa-6* was launch**! in

the Soviet Union today at 0351 Moscow time in accordance with the spbcu research program.

It is intended to continue the research begun in 1972 by the "Frognoa* automatic ob-

servatory.
/

tike the previous five stations in the series, “Prognos-fi 1 will conduct research into

the corpuscular and electromagnetic radiation of the sun#. solar plasma flows and

magnetic fields in the space surrounding the earth with the aim of determining the

influence of solar activity on Uie interplai^tary medium and on tho earth*s magnetosphere,

and also research into galactic ultraviolet rays. X-rays and gamma rays. Scientific

apparatus built in the Soviet Union, the CSSR and France has been installed onboard

the station to conduct this research, in accordance with -the. program .©£

cooperation in the field of space research. The station weighs 910 kilograms*
^... . *
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The "Prognos-S- station has been put -into a highly elliptical orbit as an earth

satellite, with the follovlh^T!^A»e^^ fr<*» the earth 1* surface

197,900 ka, minimum 49S ko f period of_rotation round the earth 94 hours 48 minutes,

inclination of orbit 65 degrees,
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The station was put into its designed trajectory from an intermediate earth satellite

orbit*

Apart from scientific apparatus, the station also has on board: a. rad iotpans®i 11e

operating on frequency 928*4 Efgahert*j-a radio system for precision measuring of orbit

elements and a radiotelemetrysysteofoO data on the operation of the

instruments and scientific apparatuad&o^carth*,

According to telemetry inforsationr the systems and apparatus on board are operating

normally* The .coordinating and computing center and institute of the USSR Academy of

Sciences are processing the incoming information*
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UHUSUAL* NATURAL '
PHENOMENON OBSSRTO -IN JCARgLIA
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[Text] Petrozavodsk 22 September, TASS ’••The inhabitants of Petrozavodsk, capital of —
the Soviet Republic of Karelia^ haye witnessed t *u: .usual natural phenomenon* On

20 September, at about 0400 a^uge star suddenly ^ ired up in the dark sky, impulsively

sending shafts of light to the earth. This^star moved slowly toward Petrozavodsk and,

spreading out over it in -thflL f^HOf A^a^s^_>ning there, showering the city with a —
multitude of very fine rays which created an Image of pouring rain*

After some time the luminescent rays ceased* Tfte~ *medusa* turned into a bright seal-

circle and resumed its movement in the direction of Lake Onega, the horizon of which

was shrouded In rray cloud* A semisirr-lar pool of bright light, red in -he middle and

white at the sides, then foroed in this shroud. This phenomenon, according to the

testimony of eyewitnesses, lasted 10-12 minutes.
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ir0Ct°r the *etpo*4ved5k hydrur.eteorologtcsl observatory, Yu, Gromov, told «

-.^correspondent thot the otarr m y;«, E-,-cJ:*n rt-teerclogicaX servlet have not
previously observed analogies cfthU in . Vhat caused this phenomenon and
lte nature remains a riddle, because the weather observation posts Old not record any
severe deviations in the atcospheroi-either In the previous 24 hours or In the time
period prior to it.

:
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Vc also Know, stressed Yu. Gromov, that no technical experiments vers feeing carried out
at the tine. However .-although it loft behind no caterlal evidence, it is also
-cpocsit^o to describe this rare phenomenon— a&a cat rage, is .there were many eyewitnesses
ho observed it from various parts of the city and whose evidence is Identical on many

points. _ -~ * —
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[Text] Moscow* September. 22, TASS --TWO^world records were set today fey the flagship
of Aeroflot, the IL-S2 Jet passenger plane. According to preliminary data, feoth
ground-based instnenents_jmd^ lnstr«nents-on feoard the plane recorded that the IL»62 9 *»

*y * crew of.jjjLWonen , had set^ a world die tance record c long a closed route --
10,389 Kilcffietresr~The_ seeond world^^recotd^aveTage speed ilong: a~ closed route of ~~~

—

10,000 kilometres, now amounts to 8o4 kilometres per hour. The plane landed at Moscow's
Sheremetyevo airport at W hours 22Tfeinites ^odayv“^~“ - - -


